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Abstract. Metadata related to cultural items such as literature, music and movies is a valuable resource that is currently exploited
in many applications and services based on semantic web technologies. A vast amount of such information has been created
by memory institutions in the last decades using different standard or ad hoc schemas, and a main challenge is to make this
legacy data accessible as reusable semantic data. On one hand, this is a syntactic problem that can be solved by transforming to
formats that are compatible with the tools and services used for semantic aware services. On the other hand, this is a semantic
problem. Simply transforming from one format to another does not automatically enable semantic interoperability and legacy data
often needs to be reinterpreted as well as transformed. The conceptual model in the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic
Records, initially developed as a conceptual framework for library standards and systems, is a major step towards a shared
semantic model of the products of artistic and intellectual endeavor of mankind. The model is generally accepted as sufficiently
generic to serve as a conceptual framework for a broad range of cultural heritage metadata. Unfortunately, the existing large body
of legacy data makes a transition to this model difficult. For instance, most bibliographic data is still only available in various
MARC-based formats which is hard to render into reusable and meaningful semantic data. Making legacy bibliographic data
accessible as semantic data is a complex problem that includes interpreting and transforming the information. In this article, we
present our work on transforming and enhancing legacy bibliographic information into a representation where the structure and
semantics of the FRBR model is explicit.
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1. Introduction

Information about cultural objects is a major point
of interest on the Web and in recent years there has
been a significant change in the way we want to dis-
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seminate and reuse this information. Semantic web
technologies can be used to expose and interpret the
meaning of the data, open access enables third par-
ties to develop innovative new services for existing
data, and new knowledge can be created by linking re-
lated and complementary data from different sources.
A large portion of our cultural heritage is already
thoroughly documented by memory institutions world-
wide, but to realize the potential value of this meta-
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data, there is often a need to migrate or transform this
information into a representation that enables semantic
aware reuse and integration [24,28].

Libraries have for decades created metadata records
describing the products of intellectual and artistic en-
deavor expressed as text, music or other forms. The
use of this metadata has traditionally been limited
to library services, but it is a resource that could be
exploited in innovative ways beyond the library do-
main [17,27,13]. Bibliographic information systems
intersect with numerous other available resources such
as Wikipedia or Freebase, sites for specific artists, au-
thors or genres, social sites devoted to discussing liter-
ature and music, as well as many of the online stores.
Most libraries are public institutions, and there are
few commercial and legal barriers for making library
records open access. The information that is managed
by libraries is an important global documentation of
the intellectual and artistic endeavor of mankind that
could and should be reused and integrated with other
sources in innovative services that enable users to learn
about, discover, annotate and discuss our cultural her-
itage [4].

However, a major problem of current bibliographic
information is that it is difficult to exploit by others.
The formats used are variants of MARC, the format
developed in 1960’s by Library of Congress. This for-
mat was originally designed to transfer card catalogues
to magnetic tape. The concepts used for the data ele-
ments are not always meaningful in other contexts and
the information is mainly intended to support known-
item searching and display of records on screen or in
print. The library community has generally recognized
the need for modernizing the rules and standards and
the conceptual ER-based model in the Functional Re-
quirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR), is an
important foundation for this renewal [38,36]. The li-
brary environment is unfortunately inherently conser-
vative and change resistant because of the huge num-
ber of existing collections, systems and practitioners
involved worldwide [37]. A major hurdle for adopting
new models is the amount of existing legacy data and
the many challenges that are related to the reinterpre-
tation of this information in the context of the FRBR
model.

Our main research objective is to explore the in-
terpretation of bibliographic information and migra-
tion of bibliographic databases to a new information
model and the main goal is to increase the value of
this information. Our approach is to make explicit the
entities and relationships that can be extracted from

bibliographic records which consequently will enable
semantic aware integration and reuse as well as new
services based on this information. In this article, we
present a general framework, FRBR-ML1, for manag-
ing and evaluating the conversion of existing MARC-
based data into a representation that is based on the
FRBR model. Conversions are performed using a sys-
tem that can be adapted to any dialect of the MARC
format. The output of the conversion consists of a dis-
tinct set of FRBR entities and relationships. Indeed,
conversions will typically include many errors because
we are transforming information, which was primar-
ily created to be human readable, into a more strin-
gent model with explicit entities and relationships that
can be machine interpreted. To evaluate the conver-
sion results, we use metrics for completeness, redun-
dancy and extension. Another important part of our re-
search is to exploit the use of enhancement and cor-
rection techniques to improve the result. The format
in FRBR-ML builds on the MarcXchange standard for
coding the attributes from the original records, and in-
troduces additional elements for grouping fields into
typed entity descriptions with support for identifica-
tion and referencing combined with different solutions
for expressing typed relationships. The format is com-
patible with RDF/OWL by direct transformation and
we show that the format supports a round-trip transfor-
mation to an alternative representation in MARC that
is capable of expressing the structure and semantics of
the FRBR model.

The contributions of this article can be summarized
as follows:

– we propose a framework that includes an ex-
change format with adequate properties such as
readability, simplicity and understandability with
respect to the FRBR model;

– we semantically enrich and enhance legacy data
by using external knowledge base and services;

– we propose evaluation metrics to evaluate the
quality of the transformation;

– we run experiments with a dataset of Norwegian
national bibliography to show the benefits of our
approach.

The article is organized according to this outline.
We present the background information in Section 2.
Then, in Section 3, we discuss the related work. In Sec-
tion 4, we present two use cases, formalize the prob-

1FRBR-ML stands for FRBR in XML.
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lem related to the conversion of MARC records and
provide an overview of our framework. Next, we detail
the different parts of our FRBR-ML framework: rep-
resentation (Section 5), semantic enrichment and cor-
rection (Section 6), and design metrics (Section 7). To
evaluate our approach, we describe in Section 8 the ex-
periments performed with the Norwegian national bib-
liography. Finally, we conclude and outline the future
work in Section 9.

2. Background

In this section we provide the background informa-
tion: we introduce the characteristics of bibliographic
information and continue with MARC format which is
widely used as a storage format for library records. Fi-
nally, we present the FRBR model along with FRBR
ontologies and vocabularies.

2.1. Bibliographic Information

The underlying principle in cataloging is that an
item (e.g. a book) should be described using the infor-
mation that is found on the item and the bibliographic
record should include the access points that are needed
by users for searching. In the description, one typically
distinguishes between main and added entries for ti-
tles, persons and corporate bodies. The main entry is
the primary access point the record should be orga-
nized under - often the author - and added entries are
other access points that users should be able to find the
record under. This framework has the origin in card
catalog where one had to decide what catalog cards to
create for a particular publication. Although computer
catalogs are now the norm, the current cataloging rules
originate from the card catalog era. The entries for per-
sons (and corporate bodies) are authority controlled, to
ensure that names are used consistently throughout the
catalog.

2.2. MARC

Exchange of bibliographic data is an important ser-
vice in the library domain and the MARC format 2 is
a key bibliographic standard for the flow of informa-
tion between libraries. MARC is an acronym for MA-
chine Readable Cataloging and is an encoding format

2MARC specifications, http://j.mp/pglCjb, (Feb. 2011)

that was developed in the late 60’s at the Library of
Congress. It is an implementation of ISO 2709 3.

Although MARC can be considered as merely an
exchange format, its impact on the final structuring
of information is significant. MARC formats are used
both for input and as the internal logical and phys-
ical data model in many systems. Many variants or
dialects of MARC have been developed since then.
Two formats are particularly important due to their in-
ternational character: UNIMARC, developed by IFLA
as an international exchange format, and MARC 21,
the most widely used format. In the rest of this pa-
per MARC is used for MARC 21. Each MARC record,
such as the one depicted in Figure 1, typically de-
scribes a single publication and each datafield reflects a
logical grouping of the data elements that together de-
scribe a specific aspect of a publication. For instance,
publication information is stored using the MARC
datafield 260, with three subfields for place of publi-
cation ($a), publisher ($b) and publication year ($c).
Records are self-contained information units which
means that each record contains all the information
needed for a publication.

001  ocn310152465
020  $a9780007208661 (pbk.)
020  $a0007208669 (pbk.)
041   $aeng
100  1 $aChristie, Agatha,$d1890-1976.
245  10$a1960s omnibus :$bEndless night, By the pricking of my
thumbs, Passenger to Frankfurt, Postern of fate /$cAgatha Christie.
246  3 $aNineteen sixties omnibus
260   $aLondon :$bHarperCollins,$c2006.
300   $a775 p. ;$c20 cm.
650  0 $aDetective and mystery stories, English.
700  1 $aChristie, Agatha,$d1890-1976.$tEndless night.
700  1 $aChristie, Agatha,$d1890-1976.$tBy the pricking of my thumbs.
700  1 $aChristie, Agatha,$d1890-1976.$tPassenger to Frankfurt.
700  1 $aChristie, Agatha,$d1890-1976.$tPostern of fate.

Fig. 1. A MARC Record Describing a Book with Four Novels.

The core ISO 2709 standard defines a generic and
somewhat simple structure, but a bibliographic record
itself can be rather complex. The different tags of the
datafields reflect the main concepts used in cataloging
but their meaning can depend on type of material cat-
aloged and may vary between records. Indicators or
specific subfields are used to differentiate the meaning
but are often inconsistently used [1]. In our example,
the datafield “100” (“Main Entry–Personal Name”)
has an indicator with value “1” (“surname is repre-
sented first”) and a subfield “$a” (“Personal Name”)

3Information and documentation – Format for information ex-
change, http://j.mp/nrQHhS (Feb. 2011)
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with value “Christie, Agatha”. Some tags and codes
are defined as not repeatable (e.g., the control field
“001” normally used as a local identifier) while oth-
ers can be repeated (e.g., added entries represented in
“700” fields) and the sequence may be significant. An-
other characteristics of bibliographic records is the use
of strings or codes as the only data type. All informa-
tion – even dates and numerical values – are coded us-
ing a mixture of numerical values, punctuations, sepa-
rator characters and abbreviations.

In the recent years, there has been an increased inter-
est in creating more advanced end user services for ex-
ploring the contents of library catalogs and libraries are
starting to realize that the information model used for
current bibliographic records may have to be changed
to be able to adapt to new requirements. A library
record can be a very rich source of knowledge about
many aspects of a publication, but most of this knowl-
edge is unfortunately only released after the record is
found, when it is displayed to the end user.

To make MARC records available to a wider range
of stakeholders, the Library of Congress developed the
MARCXML format for encoding MARC 21 records
using XML 4. This standard is often referred to
as lossless as it enables a round trip conversion
MARC 21-MARCXML-MARC 21 without losing infor-
mation. MarcXchange is a corresponding ISO stan-
dard 5 that is more generic and supports any ISO 2709
compliant MARC format. Metadata Object Descrip-
tion Schema (MODS) is another XML-based deriva-
tive of the MARC 21 format that includes a subset of
MARC 21 fields with language-based elements and at-
tributes as content designators 6.

2.3. FRBR

The ER-based model presented in the IFLA re-
port on Functional Requirements for Bibliographic
Records (FRBR) [10] is a major step towards modern-
ization of bibliographic records and cataloging. The
model identifies the main entities and relationships that
are of interest to end users and it is designed to support
the following four tasks: find entities that correspond
to user’s expressed information need, identify entities,
select entities and acquire access to entities.

4http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml/ (Feb.
2011)

5http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso25577/
6Metadata Object Description Schemas, http://j.mp/

nZXBup

The FRBR model depicts intellectual products as
four interrelated entities: Item, Manifestation, Expres-
sion and Work (Figure 2) 7. Manifestation and item en-
tities are equivalent to the commonly known concepts
of publication and copy respectively. The intellectual
contributions found in publications are modeled in
FRBR as the expression and work entities. A mani-
festation embodies one or more expressions whereas
each expression realizes a single work. An expression
is the intellectual product that we recognize as unique
content in the shape of text, sound, images or other
types independent of the specific formatting it has been
given in different manifestations. The work entity is
the most abstract and is needed because of the way we
refer to and reason about intellectual and artistic cre-
ations at a more general level. The play by Shakespeare
commonly referred to as “Hamlet” exists in numerous
translations where each translation is considered to be
a specific expressions which realizes the same work.
The main advantage of the work entity is that it en-
ables collocation of intellectually equivalent products
and enables the modeling of closely related intellectual
products in tree-like structures. The FRBR model ad-
ditionally includes entities for agents (person and cor-
porate body) and the relationships they have to the dif-
ferent intellectual and physical products. Shakespeare
created the work Hamlet, and the person responsible
for a specific translation is related to a particular ex-
pression with has realized relationship.

On one hand, FRBR model is considerably differ-
ent from the data structure that is found in MARC
records. On the other hand, the different entities are
often implicitly or explicitly described in the biblio-
graphic records. As an example, the MARC datafield
245 (subfield $a) in Figure 1 is the title of the publica-
tion and is normally considered an attribute of a FRBR
manifestation entity. The FRBR model is not intended
to serve directly as a data model, but there has been a
significant interest in the use of the model as a founda-
tion for new types of services and user interfaces. As
a conceptual model, the main contribution of FRBR is
a more knowledge-like representation of bibliographic
data that enables many types of applications such as
exploratory interfaces where users are presented with
listings of works for each author and can follow the re-
lationships to learn about and find the versions or edi-
tions they prefer.

7All FRBR work, expression, manifestation entities are presented
in italic font to avoid misunderstanding.
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Work

Item

Expression

Manifestation

is realization of

is embodied in

is exemplified by

FRBR group 1 entities

Person

Corporate 
Body

FRBR group 2 entities

is created by

is realized by

is produced by

is owned by

is realized through

is embodiement of

is exemplar of owns

has produced

 has realized

has created

Fig. 2. FRBR Group 1 and Group 2 Entities

The FRBR report was published over a decade ago
and has so far not been extensively implemented in li-
brary systems. However, the model is far from being
neglected; the promising Linked Open Data (LOD) vi-
sion and the increasing demand for semantic data has
revitalized the interest in the model [7]. Additionally,
there is a number of prototypes and production systems
available that are at least partially based on the model.
Finally, the FRBR model is rather simple to implement
if one does not have to consider compatibility with the
existing data.

2.4. FRBR Ontologies and Vocabularies

One of the first RDF vocabularies based on the
model was published in 20058. The need for a more of-
ficial vocabulary is acknowledged by IFLA and there
is ongoing work to establish a vocabulary under the
IFLA namespace9.

The FRBRoo ontology is a different approach to
the formalization of FRBR as an implementation
model [33]. The underlying idea behind this ontology
is to merge the FRBR model with the standardized
CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) that pro-
vides definitions and a formal structure for describ-
ing the concepts and relationships used in cultural
heritage documentation 10. The merged ontology ex-
presses FRBR with the formalism used in the CRM
model and it is intended to facilitate the integration,
mediation, and interchange of bibliographic and mu-
seum information, as well as elaborate and clarify the
more pragmatic or unclear parts of the FRBR model.

8http://vocab.org/frbr/core.html
9http://metadataregistry.org/schema/show/

id/5.html
10http://www.cidoc-crm.org/

3. Related Work

Different experiments, prototypes and systems have
in the last decade attempted to interpret existing
MARC-based information using the entities and rela-
tionships defined in the FRBR model. One of the ear-
lier experiments was performed by Hegna and Mur-
tomaa using the Norwegian and Finnish national bib-
liographies and they demonstrated how existing data
elements could be used to identify the work and ex-
pression entities for selected authors [22]. An impor-
tant problem identified in this study is the difficulties
in interpreting records with added entries which are
often used when the content consists of multiple in-
dividual parts (books with two or more novels, essay
collections, etc.). Another problem they discuss is the
inconsistent use of the key information that is needed
for identifying works and expressions correctly.

One of the algorithms for interpreting MARC-based
records using the concepts introduced in the FRBR
model, is the OCLC work-set algorithm [23]. It is
developed for records in the MARC 21 format and im-
plements a strategy for selecting work-related infor-
mation which is used for clustering records that de-
scribe the same work. The algorithm basically treats all
records as describing a single work, which partly is a
consequence of the MARC 21 format and current cat-
aloging practice that seems to favor the use of descrip-
tive contents notes rather than structured added entries
when cataloging publications that have multiple dis-
tinct parts – such as books containing multiple nov-
els and essay collections. The FictionFinder11 proto-
type, which makes use of the algorithm, demonstrated
how the FRBR model can be used to create listings of
works by author and additionally supported browsing
by genres, characters, settings and literary awards.

11http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/
fictionfinder
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Later experiments include the TelPlus project that
processed records related to Nobel laureates [29,20]
from different catalogs including both MARC 21 and
UNIMARC. The algorithm for clustering works is
somewhat comparable to OCLC work-set algorithm
but with a different approach to identify and merge
equivalent entities based on string matching. The pro-
totype manages different MARC formats and it treats
expressions and manifestations as distinct entities. A
prototype user interface demonstrating the results was
evaluated in terms of usability.

The Variations project at the Indiana University
Library has a different approach as they attempt to in-
terpret records related to music using a strategy for in-
terpreting added entries as separate entities [32]. Music
is often cataloged with a more extensive use of added
entries for titles and performers and composers of the
various tracks on a CD. The prototype looks up the
main title to identify if it is a collective title (generic
uniform title) in which case the added entries are inter-
preted as the main content instead. The Scherzo proto-
type12 can be used to search for and explore the catalog
by composer, performer, instrumentation and work.

The FRBRizer approach [2] that we have devel-
oped to extract FRBR entities and relationships is
based on the assertion that a proper interpretation of
bibliographic records is best solved by distinguishing
between the extraction of the entities and relationships
in each record. To create a complete interpretation of
a MARC record, we need to interpret all fields and in-
fer what entities the record describes and how they are
related. Although a majority of bibliographic records
describe a simple structure that consists of a single
work realized through a single expression embodied in
a manifestation – which is somewhat straightforward
to extract – there are many records having complex
structure to introduce significant noise in the result if
they are misinterpreted. Additionally, a simple inter-
pretation will often ignore many of the works that are
of main interest to end users. The FRBRizer tool we
are using to extract FRBR entities and relationships
from bibliographic records was initially developed for
an experimental conversion of the Norwegian BIBSYS
database [1] and has later been further developed to
support more advanced interpretations. The solution is
generic in the sense that rules can be adapted to any
MARC formats and we are able to interpret all possible
occurrences of entities including works and persons

12http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/scherzo/

that appear in subject entries, added entries, contents
notes and series statements etc. This tool uses MARC
records in XML as input and produces a set of FRBR-
based records with relationships expressed as links.

Different solutions for interpreting MARC as FRBR
are important contributions because they can be used
to migrate MARC data to other formats or can be used
to correct or enhance MARC records and in this way
enable the future implementation of the full FRBR
model in current catalogs [11]. An important aspect
of interpreting or converting MARC as FRBR that
to our knowledge has not been addressed, is the as-
sessment of the result. Projects and experiments have
explored the possibilities for interpreting records and
have looked at different solutions for clustering or
merging equivalent entities, but to compare and eval-
uate different strategies and approaches, we need sys-
tematic ways to determine the level of quality that can
be achieved by different strategies and techniques.

4. Overview of the Framework

We first illustrate the motivation behind our work by
describing some use cases. The next part deals with the
formalization of the conversion of MARC-based data
into a FRBR compatible form. Finally, we introduce a
global overview of our framework FRBR-ML.

4.1. Use Cases

In this section, we discuss two different types of or-
ganization of information in bibliographic records. As
illustrated in Figure 3, the simplest example which ac-
counts for most of the records is when a manifestation
is embodying a single expression of a work [6]. In this
figure, we see that a 2006 book (manifestation), enti-
tled The Road (work) has been published in English
(expression) by American writer Cormac McCarthy
(person). The single entities from FRBR groups 1 and
2 are present, thus making the process of recognition
and identification easy.

Other records are usually popular works that have
either been repeatedly published, translated or aggre-
gated in various records (e.g. as collection of stories)
and/or in different languages. Therefore, these publica-
tions are of particular interest and they mostly benefit
from the FRBR support.

Multiple intellectual contributions contained in these
publications are characterized as distinct intellectual
entities [12]. However, not all of these entities are con-
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Work: w1
title: The road 

Expression: e1
language: eng

Manifestation: m1
isbn: 0307265439

008  060717s2006    nyu           000 1 eng  
010    $a  2006023629
020    $a9780307265432
100  1 $aMcCarthy, Cormac,$d1933-
245  14$aThe road /$cCormac McCarthy.
250    $a1st ed.
260    $aNew York :$bAlfred A. Knopf,$c2006.

is realized in

is embodied in

Person: p1
name: McCarthy, Cormac

is created by

Fig. 3. A simplest case: a manifestation that embodies a single ex-
pression of a work that is created by a single person. The correspond-
ing MARC record is shown on the right.

sidered equally important: works such as cover art, text
on the back of the cover etc. are of little interest to
most end users. The expressions that are of concern to
the most users of bibliographic information are those
that we consider to be the main content such as the
novels in a book containing multiple novels, the essays
in an essay collection, the tracks of a music compact
disc. Figure 4 describes a such complex case. In this
example, German translations of two Swedish nov-
els, we show what kind of entities and relationships
are found in existing bibliographic catalogs. These
works, “Den vedervärdige mannen från Säffle” and
“Det sultna rummet”, are both originally created col-
laboratively by two Swedish authors “Per Wahlöö” and
“Maj Shöwall”, but only the latter is mentioned in the
record as the creator (field 100 $a) of the work. This
may be a rather unusual and challenging case, but it
includes a kind of structure that we believe need to be
supported in FRBR.

100 1$a Sjöwall, Maj, $d 1935- 
24014 $a Den vedervärdige mannen från Säffle.$l Tyska 
245 14 $a Das Ekel aus Säffle; $b Verschlossen und 
verriegelt : zwei Romane / $c Maj Sjöwall, Per Wahlöö
700 12 $a Wahlöö, Per, $d 1926-1975. $t Den vedervärdige 
mannen från Säffle. $l Tyska 
700 12 $a Wahlöö, Per, $d 1926-1975.
700 1$a Schultz, Eckehard
700 1$a Maass, Hans-Joachim
740 4$a Det slutna rummet

Fig. 4. An ambiguous MARC record which describes a manifesta-
tion that embodies multiple expressions of different works.

As we can see from the above example, added en-
tries (700 fields) are used as additional access points
to the bibliographic record to improve the searching
for records as well as to present more extensive infor-
mation about the item described. Such information in-
cludes persons and corporate bodies in addition to ti-
tles that are relevant as access points. Added entries are
recorded using field tags 700, 710, 711, 730 and 740
in MARC 21. With the exception of 740, these titles
and names of persons and corporate bodies should –
according to the rules – be under authority control. In
the context of FRBR, these added entries may reflect
quite different aspects of the model, e.g. in this case
there are two authors of a novel. Other common usages
of added entries are to include additional persons such
as translators and illustrators. The type of relationship
between a person or corporate body and a resource is
indicated by the use of relator codes or terms [30], but
the actual use of relator codes greatly varies depending
on the local cataloging policy and practice. The titles
found as added entries may identify work and expres-
sion entities that are related to the cataloged item in
different ways such as the novel upon which a movie
is based. In other cases, added entries are used for ana-
lytical entries which can be interpreted as information
about the embodiment of additional expressions in the
manifestation.

4.2. Formal Model

In this section, we formalize the problem of convert-
ing MARC records into an XML format. We have a
collection of records R regardless of representation
form. A record r ∈ R is composed of a set of proper-
ties P , i.e.:

∀r ∈ R, r = <P>

Each property p ∈ P is represented by a name
and a value. An example of a property is a MARC
datafield (245 $a, The Fellowship of the Ring) where
245 is a datafield tag, $a is a subfield code, together
forming a property for the main title of a bibliographic
record. A subset of P provides a description of an
entity. For instance, a manifestation entity found in a
record describing “The Fellowship of the Ring” book
by Tolkien, may be described by the properties title
(245 $a, The Fellowship of the Ring) and manifes-
tation identifier13 (020 $a,0618574948) . A specific
property id uniquely identifies the record r.

13In this case an ISBN number of the published book
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A record describes one or more publications and
therefore can be seen as an abstraction of a set of en-
tities E , such as such as a manifestation, expression,
work and related persons. Although entities are present
in MARC records, they can only be extracted based on
our interpretation of their properties and relationships.
In contrast to that, the entities in FRBR are clearly de-
fined by the model. Finally, these entities are related to
each other through a set of relationships L, such that:

∀l ∈ L, e1, e2 ∈ E , l : e1 × e2

4.3. Workflow of FRBR-ML

Although memory institutions are interested in se-
mantic formats, the transition cannot be automatically
achieved due to the complexity of adding well-defined
semantics to a large body of existing legacy data. In-
deed, ontology languages such as OWL/RDF have a
great degree of machine readability which enables au-
tomatic reasoning, but converting legacy data using
the correct semantics of these languages is still an un-
solved challenge [15,35]. Consequently, there is a need
for an intermediary format to ensure a seamless transi-
tion that enables both legacy data and semantic formats
to coexist. Needless to say, the format should enable
the exchange of records between different applications
or services. Another challenge of the MARC format is
that the specific meaning of a datafield often is contex-
tual and not explicitly defined, thus making it difficult
to automatically process information. For example, if
there is a 740 Added Entry field we know that this is
a title, but unless the second indicator has the value 2,
we do not know in what way this title is related to the
work(s) described in the record.

Our FRBR-ML framework addresses the issues of
interoperability and lack of semantics. Figure 5 depicts
the workflow of the process of transforming MARC
records into FRBR-ML format. The process starts with
the conversion of MARC records using an extended
version of the FRBRizer tool [1,3]. This tool per-
forms the conversion of MARC records into a set of
FRBRized records using a set of pre-defined rules and
a series of XSLT transformations. An example of the
output of the conversion is shown in Figure 6.

The next step is to convert the FRBRized records
into our intermediary and explicit format. Contrary
to the output of the FRBRizer tool, our format aims
at reflecting the full structure and semantics conveyed
by the FRBR model. Similarly to [31], we strive to
maintain the human readability while allowing an easy

<record label="Work" type="C001" id="76d632d21tr0w1bwf2gf4e1ed4f">
    ...
    <datafield tag="245" ind1="1" ind2="0">
         <subfield code="a">Tolkien</subfield>
    </datafield>
    <relationship type="P2001" label="is realized through"
         href="57d655d21bd478bdf264e1ed737ac02c"/>
    <relationship type="P2009" label="is created by" 
         href="e4a694dc75d1dff64fee6e90ad61a06b"/>
    <relationship type="P2033" label="has as subject (person)"
         href="be23140269fe12e16b8e8b8007a8192c"/>
    <keyvalue>whitemichael#tolkien#</keyvalue>
   </record>

Fig. 6. A fragment of the output of the FRBRizer tool.

transformation into a machine interpretable form. In
addition, the FRBR-ML format uses the FRBR vo-
cabulary to promote simplicity and understandability,
since libraries and memory institutions are increas-
ingly interested in adopting FRBR in the long term.
Once our tool has converted the records into structured
FRBR entities, it enriches them by querying exter-
nal resources and it performs correction of properties.
The result, stored in the FRBR-ML format, can fur-
ther be converted either to RDF, OWL, ORE or back
to enhanced MARC records. Our intention is to sup-
port a two-way interoperability between systems that
manage resources in a variety of formats. Finally, to
identify interesting properties of our format, we have
defined three design metrics to measure the loss of
information, the amount of redundancies and the per-
centage of semantic enrichment.

In the next sections, we present in more detail the
different parts of our framework: representation of the
format and interoperability (Section 5), semantic en-
richment (Section 6), and design metrics (Section 7).

5. FRBR-ML: Representation

FRBR-ML features an entity-oriented representa-
tion that is comparable to new knowledge representa-
tion frameworks based on resource descriptions. How-
ever, for managing this information we will argue that
there is a need for a simple and understandable format.
The end-user of FRBR-ML would be people who man-
age cultural heritage and therefore used to managing
record-based information. Our approach allows us to
bridge the gap between record and resource based rep-
resentations. Furthermore, using an XML based repre-
sentation would enable a lower barrier for understand-
ability (Section 5.1).
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MARC Records ConversionFRBR-ML
Collection

RDF
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FRBRizing FRBRized 
Records

Generating 
FRBR entities
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Entities
Semantic 

Enrichment
Correction of 

Records
Enhanced and Corrected MARC Records

Evaluation 
Metrics

Fig. 5. Workflow of FRBR-ML.

The second feature of FRBR-ML is that it repre-
sents MARC-based information with a clear structure.
By clear structure, we mean that the information is en-
coded following the FRBR specifications. This orga-
nized representation should also minimize the loss of
data and redundancies (Section 5.2).

The last point is related to exchange of records. The
representation should ensure compatibility with both
record-oriented and semantic formats (Section 5.3).

5.1. Entity-oriented Representation

To facilitate understandability, we are adapting the
entity-oriented representation to the record-oriented,
embedding the FRBR entities in the records with their
respective FRBR semantic FRBR type. Instead of rep-
resenting FRBR entities with records, they are embed-
ded within their respective semantic FRBR type. The
naming convention for semantic types in our represen-
tation framework follows the FRBR model, making
navigation and browsing simpler.

The FRBRized collection is represented as a set of
XML documents. In these documents, each root ele-
ment labeled “collection” has work, expression, man-
ifestation, person and corporate bodies as child ele-
ments. Each of these elements contains properties rep-
resented by datafields and control fields embedded un-
der a semantic element µ. This semantic element is
provided by a map function that takes as an input a
property p:

µ: = map(p)

If the function returns the same semantic element
for several properties, all of them are grouped under
this semantic element. This function will be discussed
in more details in Section 6.1.

In FRBR-ML, entities are linked by relationships.
These relationships are not transitive, as defined in the
FRBR model. However, all of them are bidirectional.
For example, a person who created a work does not

mean that (s)he created a manifestation as well. But
a person has a relationship isCreatorOf to work and
the work an inverse relationship isCreatedBy to that
person.

Figure 7 depicts a fragment of a manifestation en-
tity. Like any element representing a FRBR entity, the
manifestation element can contain a set of attributes,
a set of MARC fields and a set of semantic elements.
These semantic elements include values of properties
of a FRBR manifestation entity as well as semanti-
cally enriched information (see Section 6.1). A simi-
lar representation pattern is used to describe work, ex-
pression and person entities, as shown in the complete
schema14.

publisher

expression

description

manifestation -‐	  

controlfield

datafield

Type tns:publisher

Type tns:expression

title
Type tns:title

Type tns:description

series
Type tns:series

@ embodimentOf

@ publishedBy

@ attribute

semantic element
Type

marc fields

identifier
Type tns:identifier

Fig. 7. A fragment of schema depicting a manifestation entity.

Since the same entity may occur in multiple records,
there is a need for discovering equivalent entities. This

14http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~takhirov/frbrml_hybrid.
xsd
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is mainly intended to solve the redundancy problem
in the output by merging entities that are very likely
to be the same. As pointed out in the works of oth-
ers [29], more flexible techniques are needed to deter-
mine if two entities represent the same real-world en-
tity and should be merged into one. However, we be-
lieve that it is important to have a complete and cor-
rect interpretation of the entities and relationships de-
scribed in the record as a first stage, then followed by
matching techniques in combination with verification
and correction techniques in order to improve the qual-
ity of the results. Our approach is based on compari-
son of entities by the use of key descriptive informa-
tion that is unique for each entity within the collection
based on selected property values. We generate iden-
tifiers for these entities by calculating MD5 hash for
their corresponding their corresponding key values. A
post-processing step merges identical entities based on
this hash value, which eliminates duplicate entities.

Having finalized the element level discussion, we
detail how we organize entities.

5.2. Structural Organization

Expressing relationships in a well-defined manner
between entities in XML is one of the important tasks
to avoid duplication and loss of data. Furthermore, it is
a first step to introduce semantics in existing data. In
the rest of this section, we study the different possibili-
ties to represent relationships between entities, namely
hierarchical and referencing. Finally, we describe our
solution, a hybrid method that combines advantages
of the aforementioned ones.

5.2.1. Hierarchical Method
As the name implies, this method enables the ex-

pression of entities and their respective relationships
with hierarchical organization (also called parent-child
relationship) [19].

One of the first advantages is an increased read-
ability with implicit semantics between FRBR entities.
For instance, a manifestation that includes a child el-
ement expression has an implicit “isEmbodimentOf”
relationship to that expression (the inverse of isEmbod-
iedIn). Other advantages are compactness and prox-
imity of data, which enable faster processing. On the
other hand, this method suffers from possible infinite
loop (e.g., an entity having a relationship to an ances-
tor entity in the tree). It is also insufficient to repre-
sent more than one relationship type under the same
parent. Another disadvantage of this approach is data

duplication. This issue is present when there are sev-
eral relationship references to the entity. Figure 8 de-
picts an example of this hierarchical method in which
all FRBR entities are represented as nested elements
with the manifestation as the root. Having the mani-
festation as the topmost node in a hierarchical repre-
sentation may seem to contradict the FRBR model that
has work as the the most abstract item, but the model
does not describe any particular arrangement of the en-
tities. Using the manifestation as root element corre-
sponds to to the traditional way of organizing meta-
data into a record for each of the described items. This
arrangement is also tailored the creation of metadata
which typically is a process of describing the entities
and relationships that makes up the description of a
specific manifestation. It is also the arrangement that
would lead to the most evenly distribution of entities
in records as the maximum number of expressions a
manifestation embodies is rather low compared to the
inverse case. Other hierarchical arrangements would
be better suited for other situations such as using work
as the topmost level when presenting search results to
users who want to explore what is available for a spe-
cific author, but such representations can easily be cre-
ated on the fly when processing a collection of records.

<manifestation id="m1">
    <expression id="e1">
       <work id="w1">

<person id="p1">
               ...

</person>
          ...
       </work>
       ...
    </expression>
    ...
</manifestation>

Fig. 8. An Example of Hierarchical Method.

5.2.2. Reference Method
We can also employ the reference method when

expressing relationships between entities [25]. This
method is based on the usage of ID/IDREF similarly
to URI in RDF.

There are different techniques for referencing enti-
ties. A first technique is dynamic typing, i.e., the type
of the relationship is specified by an attribute type of a
given relationship element. It provides a greater flex-
ibility when one needs to add new relationships. The
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second technique is to have a set of strongly or stat-
ically typed predefined relationship types which are
represented as elements. Although this technique elim-
inates the readability weakness of the first technique,
the problems arise when there is a need to define new
types of relationship.

No matter which technique is used, the reference
method avoids duplication and it provides a better sup-
port for updating data. Furthermore, it reduces the size
of the XML document. However, related entities are
stored in a loosely coupled manner which means it is
less efficient in terms of processing. Indeed, entities
are spread across the document and accessing them re-
quires more effort. As illustrated in Figure 9, all enti-
ties are stored under the root element with this refer-
ence method. We notice that the manifestation is linked
to an expression entity with an isEmbodimentOf refer-
ence.

<manifestation id="m1" isEmbodimentOf="e1">
   ...   
</manifestation>
<expression id="e1" isRealizationOf="w1">
  ....
</expression>
<work id="w1">
  ....
</work>

Fig. 9. An Example of Referencing Method.

5.2.3. Hybrid Method
The main drawbacks of the hierarchical approach

are data duplication and the constraint related to ex-
pressing single relationship type between entities. On
the other hand, the reference method is less efficient
in terms of processing. Our hybrid approach combines
the representation of both methods. In one case, an en-
tity can be stored hierarchically under its related entity
taking advantage of proximity, readability and efficient
processing. But under different conditions, an entity is
stored using the reference method to avoid duplication
if it appears several times in the collection. For exam-
ple, a particular embodiment of expression can be rep-
resented as either child element (hierarchical) or by at-
tribute (referencing method).

The relationships between entities are represented
using the strongly typed method (see Section 5.2.2).
This method has been chosen due to the fact that a
set of predefined relationship types are specified in the
FRBR model.

The process of deciding which representation method
to use for a given entity is shown in Algorithm 1. This
process takes as an input a set of records R. We ini-
tialize a set of constraints λ that should be respected
for hierarchical representation (line 3). A constraint is
a tuple containing two entity types and a relationship
type, indicating that this relationship is allowed. All
records are analyzed and for each of them we extract
their entities (line 5). For each entity, the decision to
represent it hierarchically or referentially is made by
the decide function (line 7) before adding it to the set
of entities E .

Algorithm 1 Hybrid representation decision.
Require: Set of RecordsR

Output: Set of Entities E
1: function start()
2: E ← ∅
3: λ← constraint_definitions()
4: for all r ∈ R do
5: E = extract_entities(r)
6: for all e ∈ E do
7: decide(e)

8: E ← e

9: end for
10: end for
11: end function

12: function decide(e)
13: T = get_relation_types(e)
14: add_to_stack(e)

15: for all t ∈ ∆T do
16: C = find_conn(e, t)

17: for all c ∈ C do
18: δ = violates_constraint(e, c, t, λ)
19: if not δ and not in_stack(c) then
20: hierarchical_rep(c)
21: decide(c)
22: else
23: referencing(c)

24: if not in_stack(c) then
25: decide(c)

26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: end function

In the decide function, we obtain the set of relation
types for the given entity e (line 13). To avoid infinite
loop, we add this entity to the current stack of entities
(line 14). ∆T contains all distinct relation types t of e.
The next step analyzes each of these relation types to
discover the set of entities C linked to e with relation
type t (line 16). The decision to represent an entity hi-
erarchically depends on whether the related entities vi-
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olate any constraints (line 18) as well as the presence
of the entity in the current stack. If these conditions are
not met, the entity is represented using the reference
method (line 23). The decide function recursively it-
erates over entities (lines 21 and 25). The set of ex-
tracted entities with typed relationships is then stored
as a FRBR-ML collection in XML.

The hybrid algorithm is flexible due to the set of
constraints. By default, our set of constraints includes
the basic relationships defined in the FRBR model.
However, one may define additional constraints to
meet specific requirements.

5.3. Exchange of Records

The output of the final transformation is a set of en-
tities described with clear structure as well as typed re-
lationships. These entities are assigned the same iden-
tifiers as those generated by the FRBRizer tool. They
have relationships to other entities in the same collec-
tion by using either referencing or hierarchical method.
This output can be converted to other representation
formats such as RDF/OWL as well as more domain
specific formats such as MARC. These conversions are
performed by a series of XSLT transformations.

We begin with describing the transformation to
RDF and OWL. The RDF conversion is represented
using the vocabulary provided in [16]. This vocab-
ulary is an expression of the concepts and rela-
tions described in the FRBR model in RDF. Proper-
ties follow naming convention such as Et dukkehjem
has_realization A doll’s house. In this vocabulary,
most properties are paired with an inverse, e.g. embod-
iment/isEmbodimentOf. The use of synthetic super-
classes for ranges and domains are discarded and we
only employ concrete entity types. In other words, we
relate works directly to person/corporate body rather
than to ResponsibleEntities. Furthermore, this vocab-
ulary uses OWL-DL to provide constraints. As the vo-
cabulary lacks support for attributes of the entities, we
additionally use the FRBRer model vocabulary 15 to
describe attributes. As for OWL, we generate an OWL
instance via XSLT transformation for each XML doc-
ument validated by the schema. The FRBR entities
work, expression, manifestation, person etc. are de-
clared as owl:Class and owl:ObjectProperties to spec-
ify elements and attributes of the entities. While we
specify the bidirectional relationships for RDF, we can

15http://metadataregistry.org/schema/show/
id/5.html

make use of owl:inverseOf construct for OWL trans-
formation.

An extension that we have implemented in the FR-
BRizer tool deals with the storage of the MARC con-
trol field 001 in order to ensure a correct transfor-
mation back to MARC. The control field 001 con-
tains the unique control number assigned by the orga-
nization creating, using, or distributing the record. All
datafields and control fields have an element <mid>
specifying the original control field 001. During the
transformation back to MARC, we can use this in-
formation to correctly construct the original MARC
record since some records might have been merged.
The process of transformation back to MARC starts at
the manifestation level. We collect all datafields and
control fields that are pertinent to the record, i.e., those
with the same <mid> value. That is, we traverse the
conceptual tree of entities from manifestation to per-
son/corporate body, expression, and work.

As for the transformation to ORE, we are con-
cerned with the description of aggregations of entities.
For each record related entities identified by the pre-
viously mentioned control field 001, we can collect all
the related entities which forms an aggregation. For
this representation, we use the same RDF vocabulary.

As a summary, our representation ensures compati-
bility with record-oriented formats, such as MARC 21
but also with strongly semantic formats such as RDF
and OWL.

6. FRBR-ML: Semantics

On the semantic aspect, the framework provides a
balanced degree of semantics (Section 6.1). Further-
more, FRBR-ML includes a correction process to im-
prove and disambiguate the information found in orig-
inal records (Section 6.2).

6.1. Semantic Enrichment

The task of semantic enrichment is crucial in our
process. On one hand, all information in a MARC
record may not have a clear semantic. For instance,
the datafields tagged with values 700-740 are added
entries that often can be difficult to interpret the pre-
cise meaning of and associate to the correct entity. On
the other hand, new formats such as RDF or OWL in-
clude a well-defined semantic to enable reasoning or
complex querying. Consequently, a conversion from
MARC to RDF needs to involve the identification of
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the precise meaning all information in MARC records.
This is a complex problem and in our FRBR-ML
framework we aim to solve problems related to the se-
mantics of attributes, entities and relationships. For the
attributes we use a map function to look up the cor-
rect label of datafields (e.g., title label for the datafield
245). More formally, the map function uses either
a dictionary-based technique or a knowledge-based
technique to discover the semantic element of a given
property p with name pn and value pv:

map(p) =

dict(pn) ⇐⇒ ∃{dict(pn)}

knowl(pv) otherwise

For entities and relationships that the interpretation
process is unable to interpret the exact meaning of, we
primarily use the knowledge based technique to dis-
cover the correct type.

6.1.1. Dictionary-based Matching
Based on the MARC specification for the format we

are processing, we build a dictionary of correspond-
ing elements between the datafield tag, the subfield
value and the semantic element. A fragment of this
table is shown in Table 1. Discovering the semantic
element requires a lookup in the table by decompos-
ing a property name into a datafield tag and a sub-
field code. If this index pair is not found in the table
or if there are multiple entries (which would indicate
that there is more than one possible semantics label),
it means that obtaining the semantic element for that
particular index pair depends on the value of the index
pair. Thus, we need a refined technique based on exter-
nal resources to discover the semantic element for this
pair.

Property Name Semantic
Data Field Tag Subfield Code Element

245 - Title Info
245 a Title
100 a Name (Personal)
... ... ...

Table 1
A Fragment of our Dictionary

6.1.2. Knowledge-based Matching
The lack of semantics is preponderant with many

entries found in MARC records. Persons identified
have different roles and should be related to works, ex-
pressions and manifestations in different ways. If rela-

tor codes are missing, we have to identify the appropri-
ate type and target and endpoints of the relationship.
Titles in added entries may identify distinct works or
be related to the expression or manifestation entities
and we need to find out what type of entity they re-
late to. Some fields may have unidentified or ambigu-
ous semantics and we need to interpret the exact mean-
ing of the value. The problem of discovering the cor-
rect type of an entity, relationship or attribute value is
very complex. However, we advocate that it is possible
to discover the semantic type represented by this entry
value, e.g., a writer or a location. To fulfill this goal, we
rely on external resources for, mainly semantic knowl-
edge bases such as DBpedia, Freebase or OpenCyc.

Our task is very similar to entity ranking, which
consists of discovering a Linked Open Data (LOD)
entity’s main page. The LOD cloud refers to inter-
connected knowledge bases [8], which can be seen as
the foundation of the LOD vision16. Many works have
been dedicated entity ranking, such as [39,34,26] to
name a few. In addition, two yearly challenges have
an entity ranking track: Initiative for the Evaluation
of XML Retrieval [21] and Text Retrieval Conference
[40]. In our context, we do not have as much informa-
tion as in entity ranking. Thus, we propose to discover
the correct LOD entity by using aliases, i.e., alterna-
tives forms of an entity’s label. J._R._R._Tolkien is the
label of the DBpedia entity representing the famous
writer of Lord of The Rings, and a few of its aliases
are John_Ronald_Reuel_Tolkien, J.R.R_Tolkien and
Tolkien,_J._R._R.. These aliases are properties of an
entity. For instance, Freebase provides alias for an en-
tity (property fb:common.topic.alias) while DBpedia
includes redirections (dbpedia-owl:wikiPageRedirects).
Once the correct entity is discovered, it is possible to
obtain its type and use it as semantic element.

More formally, we first normalize the property value
pv , i.e., replacing spaces with underscores, removing
extra information in brackets, etc. As a result, we ob-
tain a set of normalized queries Q for the value pv .
Given a set of knowledge bases K, we send a query
q ∈ Q against each knowledge base k ∈ K to obtain a
set of ranked LOD entities. We note tqk the set of re-
sult entities returned by the knowledge base k for the
query q. The number of results in each set tqk depends
on the techniques used to query the knowledge base.
Many semantic knowledge bases include various pos-
sibilities for retrieving an entity [9]:

16http://linkeddata.org/ (Feb. 2010)
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– direct access by generating the URI of the entity.
In this case, each set tqk contains 0 or 1 entity;

– querying SPARQL endpoints. With this tech-
nique, the number of returned entities varies from
0 to the size of the knowledge base;

– querying a search engine or an API, which returns
a set tqk with any number of entities as well.

Since the knowledge bases on LOD are interrelated
(property owl:sameAs), the same entity may appear in
different result sets. We first detect which entities are
identical thanks to this OWL property. We define ϕ as
the size of the largest result set tqk. To discover the
correct entity, the idea is to apply statistics against all
result sets. We assume that the rankings of the knowl-
edge bases are somehow coherent and that the correct
entity should appear in most rankings at the top. We
therefore compute a score for a LOD entity x as fol-
lows:

∀tqk, scorex =
∑

min(rank(x, tqk), ϕ)

In other words, we sum the different ranks of the entity
x in each result set. If the entity does not appear in tqk,
the size of the largest result set with value ϕ is added.
Finally, the entity with the smallest score is selected
and its type is used as semantic element in our format.

6.2. Correction Process

The full potential of MARC records is often disre-
garded, which resulted in records with ambiguous se-
mantics. Enriching with semantic information is not
sufficient since it depends on identifiable entities. This
is usually the case when a record does not contain
enough information about entities. As we saw in the
use case in Section 4.1, the translator “Hans-Joachim
Maass” is not linked to any expressions that he has
contributed to. Consequently, we have two tasks to ac-
complish: (i) identifying the type of entity to which
“Hans-Joachim Maass” is linked and (ii) finding the
correct relationship to the entity in the record. To
achieve this goal, there are different strategies that can
be employed:

– intra collection search. The publication may ap-
pear several times in different records of the same
collection, especially for collection of works bun-
dled as a single manifestation. In that case, we can
analyze such related records to find the correct re-
lationship.

– inter collection search. We use external ser-
vices to perform a search for the entity. This is
achieved querying z39.5017 or SRU/SRW18 end-
points. With the use of a library catalog support-
ing one of the above protocols, we can find the
lacking information.

– searching the LOD cloud. To discover the correct
entity in LOD, we can use the same method as in
Section 6.1.2. Then we can analyze each pair of
property/values of this entity to detect an eventual
relationship of the unknown entity.

If the relationship is discovered by applying any of the
above methods, then we identify and enrich the en-
tity with the relationship. When a conversion back to
MARC is performed, this missing information about
the entity can be corrected with regards to the initial
MARC record. Indeed, an intra-collection search is
more efficient to identify and find the correct relation-
ship to the record since no network connection over-
head is involved. Additionally, there is a fair chance of
a match in the same collection for entities we are look-
ing for. Searching the LOD cloud could provide good
results too in terms of efficiency given the knowledge
base is queried locally on the same machine19.

Recall our example of missing information about
translator “Hans-Joachim Maass”. This record does
not contain relator code that identifies the type of en-
tity to which he is linked. We can find this information
from the results of the various applied techniques de-
scribed above. Additionally, we need to find the rela-
tionship to an entity. To accomplish this, we search for
each identified entity, i.e.,work “Det slutna rummet”,
and exclude the other entities from the query to re-
duce the room for misinterpretation. Once we find the
record where the two entities appear, then we can as-
sert the relationship based on the information found in
this record. Finally, for each identified entity we build
a cache in order to make the process of subsequent
identification faster.

7. FRBR-ML: Design Metrics

To evaluate the semantic enrichment and the rep-
resentation of our format, we have defined different
metrics with respect to completeness (no loss of infor-

17http://www.loc.gov/z3950/ (Feb. 2011)
18http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/ (Feb. 2011)
19DBpedia or Freebase dumps are freely available for download.
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mation), minimality (no redundancies) and extension
(enriched information). Applying these metrics against
our format enables us to demonstrate the weak points
and good properties of our approach.

7.1. Completeness

The completeness measure aims at detecting the
amount of information that can be lost during transfor-
mation [5]. To be complete, the transformed records
should contain all properties found in the original
records. However, a few properties are more impor-
tant because they are used to identify entities. Thus,
we have defined two completeness measures: a quan-
titative completeness quant_comp that measures the
amount of present properties after transformation; and
a qualitative completeness that measures the amount of
present entities after transformation. Both metrics are
applied between an original collection R and a trans-
formed one denotedR′.

The quantitative completeness quant_comp shown
in Formula 1 checks all the properties of identical
records (i.e., based on their identifiers rid and r′id) us-
ing the hash value of the property:

∀r ∈ R and ∀r′ ∈ R′ such that rid = r′id,

quant_comp(R,R′) =

∑ |Pr∩Pr′ |
|Pr|

|R|
(1)

We define qualitative completeness as an indication
of the degree the conversion process is able to interpret
all possible entities. We take into account the key prop-
erties that identify an entity. For instance, creators are
identified by the fields 100 (personal name main entry)
and 700 (personal name added entry). Therefore, we
define the qualitative completeness formula between
the two collectionsR andR′ as follows:

qual_comp(R,R′) =

∑ |Er∩Er′ |
|Er|

|R|
(2)

However, this metric does not say anything about
correctness of the results. Correctness can be evalu-
ated by manual inspection for small collections, but for
larger collections we have to use more automatic veri-
fication techniques. We discuss this verification aspect
in the experiments section.

Both completeness metrics are in the range [0, 1],
with a 1 value meaning that the transformed records
are totally complete in terms of properties and entities.

7.2. Redundancy

The minimality metric checks the non-existence of
redundant information. In [14], minimality is defined
as the percentage of extra information in a generated
integrated schema. This definition does not hold in our
context, since our FRBR-ML approach includes a pro-
cess for enriching the original records with semantics.
Consequently, we propose to measure the amount of
redundant information with a first metric called redun-
dancy. This redundant information is mainly due to
the aggregation of data from similar records, e.g., with
rules in the FRBRizer or during the correction process.

To detect a redundant property in a transformed col-
lection of records, we define a set ∆P ′ ⊆ P ′ which
contains all unique properties (according to their name
and value). The following constraint is therefore re-
spected for ∆P ′:

∀p1 ∈ P ′, p1 ∈ ∆P ′ ⇐⇒ @ p2 ∈ ∆P ′: {p1 = p2}

The individual redundancy of a record is the ratio
between the size of the sets ∆P ′ and P ′. The prop-
erties are compared using their hash values. To mea-
sure the redundancy of a transformed collectionR′, we
sum the individual redundancies of each record and we
normalize the results by the total number of records:

redundancy(R′) =

∑ |∆P′
r′ |

|P′
r′ |

|P ′|

The redundancy metric is in the range [0, 1], with a 0
value meaning that the new set of records does not con-
tain any duplicate information compared to the origi-
nal ones.

7.3. Extension

In database quality or model engineering domains,
extra information may not be seen as positive. How-
ever, it enables the disambiguation and enrichment of
the original data in our context. Thus, our last mea-
sure, called quantitative extension, computes the per-
centage of extra information added as a result of our
enrichment process. To compute this number, we need
the same ∆ function which contains all unique ele-
ments of a set. Indeed, the metric would be biased if
it uses redundant information. The amount of enriched
information between an original record r and its trans-
formation r′ equals |∆Pr′ | − |∆Pr ∩∆Pr′ |. We gen-
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eralize this formula between two collections by com-
paring identical records:

quant_extension(R,R′) =

∑ |∆Pr′ |−|∆Pr∩∆Pr′ |
|∆Pr|

|R|

The extension metric is in the range [0,+∞[, with a 0
value meaning that the new records have not been en-
riched at all. Note that we cannot automatically assess
the quality of the enrichment process due to the fol-
lowing reasons. For one, the human judgement is re-
quired to validate given that the ground truth is lack-
ing. Furthermore, the enrichment process consists of
two steps (the addition of a semantic type and the ver-
ification/correction of relations) which differently in-
fluence the quality of extension. However, we perform
a manual evaluation of the quality of enrichment de-
scribed in the next section.

8. Experimental Evaluation

This section deals with the evaluation of our ap-
proach. Experiments have been performed on a com-
puter equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 @ 2.93GHz
and 12 GB of RAM running openSUSE 11.2. We be-
gin with the description of the NORBOK dataset used
for evaluation purposes. As FRBR-ML includes a new
format, we propose to check how it fulfills important
design criteria such as completeness, redundancy and
extension. The next part is dedicated to semantics, i.e.
we measure the error rate caused by the enrichment
and correction processes. Finally, we detail a complex
use case which is commonly found in the library col-
lections.

8.1. Dataset and Evaluation Protocol

We have performed experiments on a dataset pro-
vided by the Norwegian National Library. More specif-
ically, this dataset is a national bibliography containing
449.063 records grouped into these types of materials:

– books, pamphlets, monographs in series, maps,
computerized documents (including e-books), re-
gardless of language;

– audio books in various languages (published in
Norway from 1992);

– foreign translations of works by Norwegians
(from 1978);

– foreign works about Norway and Norwegian con-
ditions;

– complete coverage from the 1921 publication of
Norwegian releases in 1978 for overseas - but a
large number of older works are included.

The whole collection is stored in the NORMARC
format, a dialect of MARC used in Norway. We have
run the enhanced version of the FRBRizer tool to iden-
tify the FRBR entities in the records. This means that
we have created new conversion rules in FRBRizer to
take into account all fields in the initial records. Next,
we transform the data into our format and enrich it.
During the transformation process described in Sec-
tions 5.1 and 5.2, we have used a set of constraints
that includes the basic FRBR relationships. The en-
richment process relies on two semantic knowledge
bases, DBpedia and Freebase. These bases have been
queried using the three mentioned techniques in Sec-
tion 6.1.2, i.e., a direct access by building an URI,
queries over a search engine20 or API21 and with the
SPARQL language22. Note that our approach is not
limited to these bases and that we could have used
other sources such as OpenCyc. However, DBpedia
can be seen as the center of the LOD cloud by con-
taining the largest number of connections to other data
sources, and it is strongly connected with Freebase23.
In the correction process, we have sequentially applied
the three proposed techniques of Section 6.2. When a
search in the local database does not provide any re-
sults, we perform an inter-collection search by using
the z39.50 protocol. If we are still unsuccessful, the
correction tries to discover the missing information on
the Linked Open Data cloud, namely the search ser-
vices provided by DBpedia and Freebase. Based on
this experiment protocol, we now detail the interesting
results of our approach.

8.2. Quantitative Evaluation

In this first experiment, the goal is to detect the good
points and weaknesses of our format in terms of de-
sign. Thus, we have converted the collection stored in
the FRBR-ML format back to MARC. We are able to
compare the resulting MARC records to the original
ones with different quantitative criteria.

20http://dbpedia.org/lookup (Feb. 2011)
21http://wiki.freebase.com/wiki/Search (Feb.

2011)
22DBpedia only, we did not query Freebase with MLQ language.
232.4 million links in November 2008
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8.2.1. Merging Results
First, we analyze the results of the merging pro-

cess detailed in Section 5.1. Table 2 provides a sum-
mary of the results for each entity type. We notice
that our merging process enables us to remove 15 –
25% of duplicate entities in Group 1 (work, expres-
sion,manifestation). Furthermore, the set of Group 2
entities (person, corporate body) initially contains a
fair amount of duplicates (respectively 70% and 80%).
As a consequence, the dataset is cleansed, and the data
processing (query, search) is accelerated.

Entity type # of Entities # of Entities Ratio
before merging after merging

Work 564379 422475 25%
Expression 451057 384954 15%

Manifestation 562838 465211 18%
Person 689957 207536 70%

Corporate Body 189532 38701 80%
Table 2

Merging Results

8.2.2. Quantitative Completeness, Redundancy and
Extension

Next, we apply the quantitative metrics defined in
Section 7: completeness, redundancy and extension.
Table 3 shows the values achieved for properties, i.e.,
MARC control fields and datafields. We first observe
that our format does not lose much data (both com-
pleteness values above 90%). The reason is because we
sometimes change the datafield tags during the con-
version back to our alternative MARC representation.
As an example, 700 fields in the source record may in-
clude both the title of a work and the name of the per-
son that is the author. Since we interpret these as sep-
arate entities we use 740 fields instead for the title in
the work record.

Dealing with the amount of redundancies, it appears
that the format tends to duplicate around 25% of the
control and datafields. As explained in Section 5.2, the
hierarchical representation involves redundancies. Our
hybrid algorithm may select this representation for re-
lationship types which have not been specified in the
set of constraint, thus leading to duplicates. However,
we insist on the fact that these duplicates could be eas-
ily deleted with a simple script after the conversion
back to MARC.

Finally, we check the amount of semantic infor-
mation which has been added. Namely, 8% of the
datafields have been enriched with regards to the ini-

tial ones. Note that this amount only includes enriched
fields as a result of the correction process (and not the
types added as semantic elements). As expected, con-
trol fields have not been extended since their main pur-
pose is to provide general information about a record.

To summarize, our format ensures a correct com-
pleteness. It does not guarantee a minimum number
of redundancies but the duplicate properties can be re-
moved with a post-conversion process. The semantic
enrichment is also propagated back to the converted
MARC records.

Property
Control Fields Data Fields

Completeness 97% 93%
Redundancy 25% 28%
Extension 0% 8%

Table 3
Quantitative Completeness, Redundancy and Extension for the
NORBOK Collection

8.3. Qualitative Evaluation

The quantitative metrics do not provide insight
about the quality. In this section, we present results on
qualitative completeness and qualitative extension.

8.3.1. Qualitative Completeness
We have computed the following results for the

NORBOK collection based on the qualitative com-
pleteness metric described in Section 7.1. Recall that
this metric measures the amount of entities we have
been able to interpret during the conversion process.
In this part of the experiment, we focus on the two
most interesting entities, i.e., work and person. Out of
total “818,249” person entities in the original records
identified using their key properties, we have been able
to interpret “689,957”, thus achieving 84% qualitative
completeness. For the work entity, 88% of the fields
that potentially identify works have been processed.
These results are affected by the quality of the data
and the rules that we have been able to create for this
dataset.

8.3.2. Qualitative Extension
In this section, we evaluate the quality of the se-

mantic enrichment process, namely the discovery of a
semantic element for an added entry. Recall that the
semantic element corresponds to the type of an en-
tity, which is selected by querying different knowledge
bases using the techniques describes in Section 6.1. It
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is not possible to manually check the discovered entity
for the whole collection. Thus, we have randomly cho-
sen 800 records for evaluation. These records contain
682 added entries for which we search for a seman-
tic element. FRBR-ML computes a score for all enti-
ties and the one with the smallest score is selected. In
this evaluation, we have ranked these entities and pre-
sented the top-3 candidate matches for validation (in-
cluding a manual search on the knowledge bases for
the entry value when needed). This validation step was
performed by 8 people from our research group, which
means that they have to check all proposed LOD en-
tities and decide whether it corresponds to the given
work (based on available information, such as creators,
titles, summaries, or types). If none of the proposed
entities is correct, participants validated the work by
manually searching DBpedia and Freebase. This man-
ual validation forms a ground truth for the 682 records,
based on which we are able to compute quality results
of our approach.
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Fig. 10. Quality Results of the Semantic Process by Top-K

Almost half of the added entries do not have a corre-
sponding entity in DBpedia or Freebase. Indeed, these
added entries may refer to works or persons which
are not popular enough to have a corresponding en-
tity in the semantic knowledge bases. The remaining
343 works have at least one corresponding entity. We
want to demonstrate that our semantic process identi-
fies in most cases the correct entity at rank 1. There-
fore, we compute the quality in terms of precision, re-
call and f-measure, as discussed in [18]. Applied to
our context, precision represents the percentage of cor-
rectly identified entities among those discovered. On
the other hand, recall stands for the percentage of en-
tities correctly identified by our approach with respect
to the total number of correct entities (based on ground
truth). F-measure is a trade-off between precision and

recall. Figure 10 depicts the quality obtained by our
approach at top-1, top-2 and top-3. i.e., top-2 means
that we consider entities which are ranked first and sec-
ond by our semantic approach. For instance, top-1 re-
sults were obtained from this raw data: 155 true pos-
itives (correctly linked), 2 false positives (incorrectly
linked), and 64 false negatives (not linked but should
have been). Thus, we achieve at top-1 99% precision
score (155/157) and recall score of 71% (155/219).

We note that the precision at top-1 is close to 100%,
which indicates that our approach does not discover
too many incorrect entities. However, we miss some
entities during the discovery process (recall equal to
71%). When considering the second and third ranked
entities as well, we observe that more correct entities
are discovered (recall values reaching 72% and 82%),
but to the detriment of precision (decrease to 93%
and 81%). As our semantic process aims at enriching
records, it should ensure that we do not add too many
incorrect semantic elements. In that case, our approach
fulfills this goal since the first ranked entity selected by
FRBR-ML is in most cases the correct one.

8.4. Solving a Complex Use Case

The qualitative extension only evaluates the qual-
ity of the semantic elements but it does not deal with
the correction of the original ambiguous records. In
Section 4.1, we presented a simple and a complex use
case. The simple use case is tackled relatively easily
because only one FRBR entity of each type is present
in the record. However, the complex use case requires
more effort to be solved. Figure 11 depicts the dif-
ferent transformations applied to the original MARC
record up to the enriched one obtained by using our
approach. The top part of the figure shows the initial
MARC record and its FRBRized representation from
the FRBRizer tool. We notice that both of them suffer
from the same problems, i.e., the translators (Ecker-
hard Schultz, and Hans- Joachim Maass) and the sec-
ond creator (Per Wahlöö) are not included in the output
of the transformation because it is not clear how they
are related to the entities found in the record.

The bottom right part of the figure illustrates the
FRBR-ML based representation in which the missing
semantic information about persons is enhanced and
corrected. For instance, “Hans-Joachim Maass”, “Eck-
erhard Schultz” and “Per Wahlöö” have been iden-
tified as persons by the knowledge-based matching
method (Section 6.1.2). The second problem is tack-
led using the correction method (Section 6.2). For ex-
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100 1 $a Sjöwall, Maj, $d 1935- 
24014$a Den vedervärdige mannen från Säffle.$l 
Tyska 
245 14$a Das Ekel aus Säffle; $b Verschlossen und 
verriegelt : zwei Romane / $c Maj Sjöwall, Per 
Wahlöö
700 12 $a Wahlöö, Per, $d 1926-1975. $t Den 
vedervärdige mannen från Säffle. $l Tyska 
700 1 $a Wahlöö, Per, $d 1926-1975.
700 1 $a Schultz, Eckehard
700 1 $a Maass, Hans-Joachim
740 4 $a Det slutna rummet

w: Work w2
Title: Den vedervärdige 

mannen från Säffle

e: Expression e2
Title: Verschlossen 

und verriegelt

m: Manifestation m1
Title: Das Ekel aus 
Säffle,zwei Romane

is embodied in

is realized in 

w: Work w1
Title: Det slutna 

rummet

e: Expression e1
Title: Das Ekel aus 

Säffle
is embodied in

p: Person p1
name: Maj Sjöwall

? Per Wahlöö

? Hans-
Joachim 
Maass

? Eckerhard 
Schultz

is created by is created by 

?

?

?

FRBRizing

w: Work w2
Title: Den vedervärdige 

mannen från Säffle

e: Expression e2
Title: Das Ekel aus 

Säffle

m: Manifestation m1
Title: Das Ekel aus 
Säffle,zwei Romane

is embodied in

is realized in 

w: Work w1
Title: Det slutna 

rummet

e: Expression e1
Title: Verschlossen 

und verriegelt

is embodied in

p: Person p1
name: Maj Sjöwall

p:Person p4 
Hans-Joachim 

Maass

is realized by

100      $a Sjöwall, Maj, $d 1935- 
240      $a Den vedervärdige mannen från Säffle. 
$l Tyska 
245      $a Das Ekel aus Säffle ;$b Verschlossen 
und verriegelt:  zwei Romane / $c Maj Sjöwall, Per 
Wahlöö
700  W $8 1 $a Wahlöö,Per, $d 1926-1975. $4 aut
700  W $8 2 $a Wahlöö,Per, $d 1926-1975. $4 aut  
700  W $8 1 $a Sjöwall, Maj, $d 1935-. $4 aut
700  W $8 2 $a Sjöwall, Maj, $d 1935-.   $4 aut
700  E  $8 1 $a Maass, Hans-Joachim $4 trl 
700  E  $8 2 $a Schultz, Eckehard $4 trl 
740  W $8 2\c $a Den vedervärdige mannen från 
Säffle
740  W $8 1\c $a Det slutna rummet
740  E  $8 1 $a Verschlossen und verriegelt
740  E  $8 2 $a Das Ekel aus Säffle

is realized in 

p:Person p3 
Per Wahlöö

is created by is created by 

is realized by

p:Person p2 
Eckerhard 

Schultz

Conv. back 
to MARC

Enhancement and 
Corrections

Conversion to 
other formats

RDF OWL ORE

is realized in 

NOTE: For readability purpose, we use letter "W" and "E" 
to denote MARC indicator 2 with value "2" and "1" respectively 

Fig. 11. An illustration of how the use case is solved.

ample, “Hans-Joachim Maass” is linked to the Ger-
man expression “Verschlossen und verriegelt” that he
has translated. The local collection lookup did not re-
turn any match for the expression title but querying
z3950.libris.kb.sewith the query “”find@attrset bib−
1 @attr 1 = 4 V erschlossen und verriegelt” en-
abled to discover the correct relationship. On the other
hand, the relationship between “Per Wahlöö” and “Det
slutna rummet” was found during the intra-collection
search since there is a record which has only this work.
From this FRBR-ML format, it is possible to convert
to RDF, OWL, ORE and back to MARC.

The bottom-left part of the figure shows the results
of transformation from the FRBR-ML to MARC. We
notice that it is the corrected and enhanced version of

the original record. Entities are grouped by the $8 link-
ing field. In our example, “$8 1” groups the work “Det
slutna rummet”, the expression “Verschlossen und ver-
riegelt”, the creators “Per Wahlöö” and “Maj Sjöwall”,
and the translator “Hans-Joachim Maass”. For the sec-
ond work, we applied “$8 2” as linking field. Indica-
tors24 W and E were adopted to denote whether the
entity is related to work or expression. As an example,
“Per Wahlöö” is related to both works since both in-
dicators are W . In addition, the correct relator codes
“$4 trl” for translators and “$4 aut” for creators are
used to denote their roles.

24MARC indicator 2
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This new representation is inspired by both UNI-
MARC and MARC 21. The separation between names
and titles comes from UNIMARC format while the use
of the $8 linking field is common in MARC 21. Thus,
our format has been adapted to fulfill our requirements,
it is still compatible with the ISO MARC standard.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

Experience and user feedback in the library com-
munity has shown that the adoption of new semantic
technologies is slow, mainly because traditional library
catalogs are still employed with records stored in the
MARC legacy format. Thus, we have presented in this
article our FRBR-ML framework on transforming and
enhancing legacy bibliographic information into a rep-
resentation where the structure and semantics of the
FRBR model is explicit. The format in FRBR-ML can
be used as an intermediary format to easily transform
from/to MARC, RDF/XML, OWL and ORE. By writ-
ing an appropriate converter, one may also convert to
other popular formats such as Dublin Core or ONIX.
The enrichment step in our conversion consists of dif-
ferent strategies to tackle issues related to the lack of
semantics in MARC records and to the identification
of basic relationships between entities. We have stud-
ied novel techniques for disambiguating obscure en-
tries in original records, thus allowing to correct the
initial data. In addition, we have designed new metrics
to check the quantity and quality of the transformation.

The results of experiments are promising. The merg-
ing process effectively removes duplicate entities, thus
reducing the size of the collection in our format. How-
ever, our format includes redundant properties, but
these redundancies can be easily removed during trans-
formation to other formats. Additionally, it ensures a
very high rate of completeness while allowing to cor-
rect and enhance ambiguous records with semantic in-
formation. We have also demonstrated that this seman-
tic enrichment minimizes the rate of potential incorrect
information.

In the future, we foresee several opportunities to im-
prove our work. We are interested in discovering com-
plex relationships between entities. To fulfill this goal,
we plan to use pattern matching between involved en-
tities. Next, we intend to cooperate with the National
Library of Norway to apply our format. The user feed-
back from these librarians should help us detect the
potential weaknesses and advantages of our approach
in real world settings. Although we present our ap-

proach in the context of MARC-based information and
the FRBR model, the solution is a generic framework
that can be deployed for other types of information mi-
gration as well.
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